fuel dispensing systems

safe, convenient access customized to your job site

PRODUCT DETAILS

Highland Tank provides turnkey solutions to fuel dispensing. In addition to a quality tank from the industry leader, Highland Tank can provide all of the accessories. Our team will provide everything you need to properly dispense, vent and fill the tank. The packages are designed for various power options, tank sizes and product storage.

The pump and accessory packages include Fill-Rite pumps, hose, nozzle, meters, required atmospheric and emergency vents, level gauge, spill bowl or remote fill, overfill protection valve, and pump suction pipe.

For your convenience, we offer full packages, or the components can be customized to suit your needs. Let our team of professionals help you choose the right option for your application.
PUMP & ACCESSORY PACKAGES FOR GASOLINE & DIESEL APPLICATIONS

12 Volt DC Battery Pump

SE27 (G/D) Package Includes:
- Up to 15 GPM
- Meter
- Automatic Nozzle
- Filter
- Emergency Vent
- Leak Gauge
- Level Gauge
- Overfill Prevention Valve
- Atmospheric Vent with Pipe
- Pump Suction Pipe
- Spill Bowl or Remote Fill
- Not intended for tanks over 64" in diameter

SE37 (G/D) Package Includes:
- Up to 20 GPM
- Meter
- Automatic Nozzle
- Filter
- Emergency Vent
- Leak Gauge
- Level Gauge
- Overfill Prevention Valve
- Atmospheric Vent with Pipe
- Pump Suction Pipe
- Spill Bowl or Remote Fill
- Not intended for tanks over 64" in diameter

SE47 (G/D) Package Includes:
- Up to 18 GPM
- Meter Cabinet
- Automatic Nozzle
- Filter
- Emergency Vent
- Leak Gauge
- Level Gauge
- Overfill Prevention Valve
- Atmospheric Vent with Pipe
- Pump Suction Pipe
- Spill Bowl or Remote Fill
- For use on tanks 64" in diameter and larger

120 Volt AC Pump for Tank Top Dispensing

120 Volt AC Pump for Remote Dispensing

240 Volt AC Pump for Tank Top Dispensing

240 Volt AC Pump for Remote Dispensing

SE57 (G/D) Package Includes:
- Up to 35 GPM
- Meter
- Automatic Nozzle
- Filter
- Emergency Vent
- Leak Gauge
- Level Gauge
- Overfill Prevention Valve
- Atmospheric Vent with Pipe
- Pump Suction Pipe
- Spill Bowl or Remote Fill
- Not intended for tanks over 64" in diameter

SE67 (G/D) Package Includes:
- Up to 35 GPM
- Meter Cabinet
- Automatic Nozzle
- Filter
- Emergency Vent
- Leak Gauge
- Level Gauge
- Overfill Prevention Valve
- Atmospheric Vent with Pipe
- Pump Suction Pipe
- Spill Bowl or Remote Fill
- For use on tanks 64" in diameter and larger

Rotary and Piston Hand Pump options are also available.
NOTES:
1. Pumps are available for gas or diesel.
2. Atmospheric and emergency vents are sized per UL-142 requirements.
3. All pumps are mounted on the top of the tank. Primary dispensing is recommended for tanks up to 64” diameter.
4. Remote dispensing is used for larger tanks. Cabinet dispensers are recommended for tanks over 64” diameter.
5. These packages are intended as a guide. Customer should check with AHJ for installation compliance.
6. Consult your Highland Tank representative for the appropriate package for your project needs.